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interesting fact from the book can create a powerful opening for a review. In this review of the Middle East by Philip Steele, Zander H. of Mid-America Mensa asks: “Did you know that Saudi Arabia’s al-Khali desert reaches temperatures of 140 degrees Fahrenheit a day and plunges to the freezing point of the freezing point at night?” Explanation of a
term: If a word or phrase in the book or title is confusing or vitally important to understand, you may want to start the review by explaining that term. Process: what should I write? Deciding what to say about the book can be challenging. Use the following ideas as a guide, but remember that you shouldn’t put all this into a single review – it would
make a very long review! Choose the things that best fit this particular book. General Information What should the reader know what kind of book it is? (Picture book? Historical fiction? Wise? Fantasy? Adventure?) Does the book belong to a series? How long is the book? Is it easy or challenging to read? Is there anything that would be helpful for the
reader to know about the author? For example, is the author an expert in the field, the author of other popular books or a first-time author? How does the book compare with other books on the same subject or in the same genre? Is the book written in a formal or informal style? Is the language remarkable in any way? At what age is the book
oriented? Is the book written in plain prose? If it’s poetically written, does it rhyme? Plot what’s going on? Writing about the plot is the hardest part of a review because you want to give the reader a sense of what the book is about without spoiling the book for future readers. The most important thing to remember is that you should never give away
the ending. Nobody likes a spoiler. One way to do this is to create the premise (one elam elam nu id ailab ni ihcsob ien isrep onavortir is alleros anu e Will they be able to outsmart her and escape?). Another possibility is to set up the major conflict in the book and leave it unresolved (Sometimes the waiting is the hardest part or He didn't know what
he stood to lose or Finding your purpose in life can be as easy as finding a true friend.) Try to avoid using the tired phrase "This book is about¢ÃÂ¦Â" Instead, just jump right in (The stuffed rabbit wanted more than anything to live in the big old house with the wild oak trees.) Characters Who lives in the book? Reviews should answer questions about
the characters in fiction books or non-fiction books about people. Some possible questions to answer include: Who are the main characters? Include the protagonist and antagonist. What makes them interesting? Do they act like real people act or are they too good or too evil to be believable? Are they human? What conflicts do they face? Are they
likeable or understandable? How do they connect with each other? Do they appear in other books? Could you relate to any of the characters in the story? What problems did the main characters face? Who was your favorite character, and why? We learn about characters from things they do and say, as well as things other characters say about them.
You may wish to include examples of these things. Theme What is the book about at its heart? What is the book really about? This isn't the plot, but rather the ideas behind the story. Is it about the triumph of good over evil or friendship or love or hope? Some common themes include: change, desire to escape, facing a challenge, heroism, the quest for
power, and human weaknesses. Sometimes a book will have a moral ¢ÃÂÂ a lesson to learn. If so, the theme is usually connected to that moral. As you write about the theme, try to identify what makes the book worth reading. What will the reader think about long after the book is finished? Ask yourself if there any particular lines in the book that
strike you as meaningful. Setting Where are we? The It is the time and place where the story takes place. When you write about setting in a review, include something more than the location. Some things to consider: Is the book set in the past, the present or the future? Is it set in the world we know or is it a fantastic world? Is it mostly realistic with
fancy elements (animals that can talk, for example)? Is the setting blurred and fuzzy, or can you easily make the movie in your mind? How much does the author involve you in the environment and how does he do it? Opinion & Analysis What do you really think? This is where the reviewer shares his reactions to the book that go beyond the essential
points described above. You can spend half of the review on this section. Some possible questions to address include: Why do you think other readers would appreciate it? Because you liked it (if you did) or because you didn’t (if you didn’t). What age or types of readers do you think would like the book? How do you compare with other books of the
same genre or by the same author? Does the book involve your emotions? If a book made you laugh or cry or think about it for days, be sure to include that. What do you like or dislike about the authorâs writing style? Is that funny? Is it hard to follow? Is the tone engaging and conversational? How well do you think the author achieved what he was
looking for in writing the book? Do you think you felt what the author hoped you would feel? Did the book seem complete, or did the key elements seem to have been left out? How do you compare the book with other books like the one you’ve read? Are there parts that are simply not credible, even if the reader understands that it is fiction or even
fantasy? Are there mistakes? Would you describe the book as for entertainment, self-improvement, or information? What was your favorite part of the book? You would have done something different if been the author? Would you like to like this book? Otherwise, to which eT or type type Would read appeal? Special situations: non -fiction and young
auditors some of the advice and ideas above work better for fiction, and some are a little too complicated for the very young auditors. Essay what to do if it is real when examining a non -fiction book, you want to consider these questions: what was the author's purpose in writing the book? Has the author achieved this purpose? Who is the target
audience of the book? What do you think is the most great value of the book? What makes it special or useful? Are the facts shared accurate? Is the book interesting and attract your attention? Would it be a useful addition to a public school or library? If the book is a biography or autobiography, how nice is the subject nice? Is it easy to understand
ideas? Are there extra features that are added to the enjoyment of the book, such as maps, indices, glossaries or other materials? Are illustrations useful? The young auditors who keep him simple to review a book can be fun and is not difficult at all. Ask these questions: what is the book about? You don't need to tell the whole story beyond - give an
idea of what it is. Do you think others would like? Did you think he was fun or sad? Have you learned something from the book? Did you think it was interesting? Would you like to read it again? Would you like to read other books by the same author or about the same topic? What was your favorite part? Did you like the photos? Remember! Don't give
the ending. We keep this surprise. General suggestions and ideas use some quotes or phrases (keep them short) from the book to illustrate the points you make on the book. If there are illustrations, be sure to comment on those. Are they well made? Did the illustrator made other famous books? Make sure to include a conclusion to the review - do not
leave it suspended. The conclusion can only be a phrase (overall, this book is a fantastic choice for those who). You can Dispense transition words at the end of the writer’s toolbox to find ideas for words to connect ideas into your review. If you want to read some well-written reviews, look for reviews of youth books in the New York Times or national
public radio. Evaluation books How to assign stars? Most review sites ask you to rate the book using a star system, typically in a range of one to five stars. In your assessment, you should consider how the book compares with other such books. Do not compare a long novel with a short book of poems – it is not a valid comparison. It is important to
remember that he is not asking you to give only five stars to the best books ever written. 5 stars: I’m glad I read it or loved it (this doesn’t mean it was your favorite book ever). 4 stars: I like it. It’s worth reading. 3 stars: it wasn’t very good. 2 stars: I don’t like it at all. 1 star: I hate it. it.
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